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Single-sided Edge Bqnding lUlqchines
for Hot Melt Adhesive Processing
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Edge Bqnding lUlqrhines KS 20-23

Cost effectiveness through
standardization
Extensive standardization of units and com-
ponents and the resulting increase in the
number of series produced machines mean
that the models KS 20-23 make up a series of
edge banding machines with a better cost/
performance ratio than ever before envisaged

Basic machines in 4lengths
The KS machines are built excusively in the
usual right-hand models. There is a choice of
4 different lengths offering equipment with a
variety of units; in some cases a further unit
can be added subsequently. Workpiece thick-
ness setting of the top pressure unit is carried
out from a central point, the top processing
units are automatically adjusted at the same
time.

Optimum workpiece feeding
The workpiece feed is carried out on the
80 mm wide heavy duty conveyor chain with
rubber chain plates, while the stable top
pressure unit with its rubber spec¡al toothed
rollers, arranged in rows dogtrot, clamp the
workpiece absolutely firmly in position. Even
with thick solid edges, no counter pressure
device is needed.

Edging materialsn workpieces
All edging materials usually found in the
industry can be processed: veneer edges
both in coils and strips; PVC, melamine and
polyester edges; laminate and solid wood
edges. ïhe range of workpiece thickness and
width also covers all usual requirements.

Control elements
The clearly arranged control panel is integrated
into the switch cabinet in the machine stand,
the electrical system has been designed in
compliance with VDE or local regulations.

Sound absorber covers
As standard feature, all the machines belonging
to the KS series are equipped with all protec-
tive measures prescribed in the valid regula-
tions; the edge trimming unit, for exemple, has
a plexiglass protective hood.
On request, a sound absorber cover can be
supplied for the end trimming and flush
trimming units. ln this case, the flush trimming
unit's exhaust system is operated centrally at
the back of the sound absorber cover.
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Íundionql ng units qccording to
the retro
for all individual necessities.

Flush trimming
unit

For top and bottom
flush trimming, verti-
cally and horizontally
sensing. Tilt range
from 0-25o.
2 motors 1,5 kW each,
200 cycles, 12.000
rpm. 2 trimmers diam.
70x16x25 mm,T:4.
To be used as indivi-
dual unit.

Rough trimming
unit

Scraping
unit

For top and bottom
flush trimming, hori-
zontally sensing. Not
tiltable,2 motors
1,5 kW each,
200 cycles, 12.000
rpm. 2 trimmers diam.
70x16x25 mm, T:4.
Always to be used in
combination with the
fine trimming unit.

For chamfer or round
trimming of roughly
trimmed PVC-edges
in order to remove the
cutting dents. Vertical
and horizontal sens-
ing. Pneumatically
controlled blow-off
nozzles. Profile knives
tromr2uptor6mm.

Fine trimming
unit

For top and bottom
flush trimming (cham-
fer or radius), verti-
cally and horizontally
sensing. Tilt range
from 0-25o.2 motors
0,33 kW each (0,55
kW), 200 cycles,
12.000 rpm.2 trim-
mers diam. 70x 16x
12mm,-l:4 (or radius
trimmers). To be used
in combination with a
rough trimming unit.

-Furtheroptions
Apart from the mentioned working stations,
the following additional equipments can be
delivered, the specification of which can be
taken from our pricelist:

- Strengthened coil cut-off device for PVC-
edges up to 2,5 mm thickness approx.

- Electronic motor brakes for the 20O-cycles-
units (end trim, trimming etc.) for a motor
standstill within 10 seconds (obligatory for
the Federal Republic of Germany, partially
also for other countries).

- Moving device, consisting of steering and
setting rollers as well as fixing brakes; for
moving the machine in the workshop.

- Double end trimming unit (in place of the
standard unit with only one motor).

Advantages : better adjusting possibilities
- less panel distances. 2 motors 0,75 kW
200 cycles, 12 000 rpm.

Universal trimming For trimming of
unit grooves, rebates and

profiles. Consisting of
a trimming column
with cross support
incl. spindle adjust-
ment. 1 motor 2,2kW,
200 cycles,12000
rpm, horizontally and
vertically tiltable.
This unit can also be
delivered equipped
with jump attachment.
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Flush trimming Rough trimming Fine trimming

Universal trimming
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Gluing and flush trimming

Edge feed

Range of application
The KS 20 was particularly developped
for companies with extremely tight space
conditions, however needing an efficient and
modern edge banding machine.
The low machine length of 3 m only, just
requires a minimal area.
This machine can also be delivered with a
moving device.

Equipment
The standard equipment includes:
- automatic edge magazine.
- fast melting container with glue reservoir

underneath the glue roller, alteration of
sense of rotatlon from synchronism to anti-
rotation by means of selector switch.

Gluing

l

q-
KS 20 without sound cover

- heavy pressure zone with driven main
pressure roller.

- flush trimming unit top and bottom. 2
1,5 kW each, 200 cycles, 12.000 rpm. Tilt
range 0-25o

Coil cut-off

(

Flush trimming
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Prcressing Units

Coil cut-off Gluing

Gluing unit with fast
melting container

Automatic edge feed of coils and fixed lengths
through the spiked feed roller magazine with
coil cut-off device. Glue application by means
of doctor glue roller to the workpiece, can be
switched ove¡ using a selector switch, to syn-
chronism/antirotation. Heating up time
approx. 10 mins. Glue reservoir underneath
the application rolle¡ meaning no escape of
hot melt glue.

Heavy pressure zone with driven and pneu-
matically pressurized main pressure roller as
well as 2 additional rollers.

End trimming unit Special trimming unit
with one motor, verti-
cal cutting direction.
Adjustment by motor
plate regulation via
spindle and adjustable
thread/saw blade
flange. l motor
0,75 kW 200 cycles,
'12.000 rpm, end trim
saw blade diam.
110x32x3,6mm,
T:20.

For finishing of
longitudinal edges,
equipped with lamella,
molton or scotchbr¡te
discs.2 motors
0,25 kW each, 50
cycles, 1.400 rpm.
1400 U/min.

Belt sanding
unit

Oscillating unit for
sanding veneers
and solid wood
edges. Sanding
direction in anti-
rotation. Pneumati-
cally pressurized
contact pad. Motor
output 1,75 kW
belt dimensions
120x2100 mm.

End trimming
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Belt sanding Buffing

Buffing unit
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Flush trimming * Free space for I additional unit

Gluing

Range of application
Having only a tight further space requirement
(500 mm machine length), this machine offers
the possibility of mounting a further working
station, contrary to the KS 20 machine. For
this reason a further processing method can
be carried out in one operat¡on.
This results in an essentially higher economy
of this machine.
The additional unit can either be considered
when purchasing the machine, or, it can also
be mounted at a later stage.

Equipment
The standard equipment includes:
- automatic edge magazine.
- fast melting container with glue reservoir

underneath the glue roller, alteration of
sense of rotation from synchronism to anti-
rotation by means of selector switch.

\", "*ñî"

- heavy pressure zone with driven main
pressure roller.

- flush trimming unit top and bottom. 2 motors
1,5 kW each, 200 cycles, 12.000 rpm. Tilt
range 0-25o.

- free space for a further processing unit.

Retrofit possibilities
Fine flush trimming unit top and bottom,
or,
Belt sanding unit - oscillating,
or,
Buffing unit,
or,
Universal trimming unit.

One of these units can be mounted in the
free space.

Universal trimming

Coil cut-off Flush trimming

-

Edge feed

Fine trimming Belt sanding

Buffing

550mm
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KS 22 ,tfomplete edge prcressing
End trimming* Flush trimming

Edge feed

/

Range of application
The KS 22 is the right choice for middle-range
craftsmen's and interior fittings companies as
regards economy, as the end trimming unit
brings about considerable reduction of finish
processing times (cutting of lengths)
ln industrial operation, it is used in special
production, in model building and for repair.
Similar to the smaller models KS 20 and
KS 21, the KS 22 offers a price/production
ratio due to its compact dimensions, its

I

efficient and precise working
investment costs, as it hardly
again within this class.

,T

Equipment
The standard equipment includes:
- automatic edge magazine.
- fast melting containerwith glue reservoir

underneath the glue roller, alteration of
sense of rotation from synchronism to anti-
rotation by means of selector switch.

- heavy pressure zone with driven main
pressure roller.

- end trimming unit for front and rear edge
overhang, 1 motor 0,75 kW 200 cycles,
12.000 rpm.

- flush trimming unit top and bottom. 2 motors
1,5 kW each,200 cycles, 12.000 rpm. Tilt
range 0-25o.

ffi,

Retrof it possibilities
Apart from the sound absorber covers, there
are no retrofit possibilities on the KS 22. lf a
fudher unit is planned, either immediately or
for the future, model KS 23 should be chosen
in preference.

stations and low
can be found

Coil cut-off Gluing End trimming Flush trimming
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KS 23 efficieI

End trimming * Flush trimm

Gluing

/

Range of application
Like the KS 22, the KS 23 is the right choice
for the medium-range interior fitting company
with the emphasis on economy, as it can be
equipped with a total of 3 working stations,
allowing a real finishing and bypassing the
need for any further manual work.

Equ¡pment
The standard equipment includes:
- automat¡c edge magazine.
- fast melting container with glue reservoir

underneath the glue roller, alteration of
sense of rotation from synchronism to anti-
rotation by means of selector switch.

poss¡b¡l¡ties
I unitfor I additiona

TEì

- heaw pressure zone with driven main
pressure roller

- end trimming unit for front and rear edge
overhang, 1 motor 0,75 kW 200 cycles,
12.000 rpm.

- flush trimming unit top and bottom.2 motors
1,5 kW each, 200 cycles, 12.000 rpm. Tilt
range 0-25o.

- free space for a further process¡ng unit.

Retrofit possibilities
Fine flush trimming un¡t top and bottom,
or,
Belt sanding unit - oscillating,
or,
Buffing unit,
or,
Universal trimming unit,
or,
Scraping unit.

Universal trimming

I
One of these units
can be mounted
¡n the free space.

a
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End trimming Flush trimming
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Fine trimming

Belt sanding

Buffing

Scraping
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Brendt
Technical specifications . Series KS 20-29
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Sound absorber cover opened

ïotal length
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tachine model

Units
(standard equipment)

KS20

flush
trimming

KS 2l

flush
trimming
free space

KS22

end trim
flush
trimming

KS23

end trim
flush trimming
free space

4 500

1 400

11

Total length mm 3 000 3 500 4000

Net weight kg 680 850 1 150

Connected load/kW 11

Workpiece thickness B-55 mm

Edge width 12-60 mm (.)

Workpiece width min.60 mm

Edge thickness 0,4-20 mm, coil cut-off device max. 0,8 mm

Feed 16 m/min.

Electrics 380 volts, 3 Ph., 50 cycles; special voltage possible

Frequency changer 200 cycles

Pneumatic connection 6 bar

9

Subject to technical change (.) with a max. edge thickness of 20 mm, edge width (strip height) is reduced to 45 mm



Postfach 61 08, Weststra9e 2,
D-4920 Lemgo 1,
Telefon 0 52 61 / 6 89 11 - 14
Telex 9 31 596 mabra
Telefax 0 52 61 / 64 86

The following shows the most ¡mportant
Brandt-edge banding machines for straight
and shaped workpieces.
Please ask for more information regarding
our hot melt pre-coating machines,
postforming machines and equipment for
application of t-mouldings.

Trouble free edge banding up to 20 mm edge
thickness. 7 different lengths of the basic
machine. Work stations to meet all
requirements of a small to medium sized plant.
QUICK MELT - glueing un¡t for short heat up
time.

EIrendt

Compoct edge bonding
morhines KIU/KID 52+53

PYA - while glue edge
bonding nochines
l(A 13-17
For highest quality requirements. Up to
20 mm edge thickness. Type KA/E 13-17 in
combination with QUICK MELT system for
hot melt. Very short change over times.

Edge bcnding ond
trinming morhines for
shoped workp¡e(es
KID/KW 5l ond Í l0lEK ll
Extremly flexible machines for shaped
workpieces. Suitable for special production
as well as for mass production. Hot Melt
precoating or direct glue application.
Top and bottom trimming of straight and
shaped workpieces.

Hot telt edge bonding
n¡chines lG ll-17

Reb¡te edge bonding
mo¡hines fK

Choice of hot melt precoating system or
direct glue application.
Automatic panel feed - end trim - top and
bottom flush trim - softforming - built-in
dust collection - these are the main features
of this range of small machines.

pressure.

Autonoti( rotory edge
bonding mochine sn 20-27 .
Semioutomotir edgebonder
I ó0 forshoped wod¡pieres
Simultaneous edgebanding and top and
bottom trimming of round or rectangular
workpieces with rounded corners.
Edgebanding of convex and concave shaped
workpieces with automatic feed and
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Rebate edge banding of door rebates with
hot melt precoated edge material.
Alternatively veneers or plastics, forming or
3-stripe-method, single or double-sided.


